Fletcher Mudryk has been providing the full gamut of accounting, audit and advisory
“What BAI is doing is part
of the WAY of the future.

services to the people of Northwestern Alberta for over 70 years. Deeply rooted in
the world of paper, its partners have insisted that any electronic alternative be as
close to their tried-and-true paper file system as possible – minus, of course,
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After surveying the competition, FM’s Lowell
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comprehensive and commonsense of
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conversions to the paperless office. “Their
process seems to be a more reasoned way of
ensuring we can address the many issues
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involving how we deal with our work-in-
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progress and what is to be done once those
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files have been reviewed and completed,” he
explains.

BAIWay ClientDocs™ approaches client document management entirely from the realworld mindset of the busy accountant. Day-in and day-out, the focus is on both the
open file (unpublished work-in-progress) and the final signed, sealed and stored
product. “BAI made sense with their melding of the two main processes we work within
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every day,” says Lowrod. “One without the other in electronic form really offers only
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half the value and half the solution. So the benefit of the BAIWay™ is the digital
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mimicking of how we work a file from the moment we receive client information to
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when we finally put it to bed in storage.”
Yet the BAIWay ClientDocs™ process continues
to live on even when the file is finally published
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and archived. For Lowrod, this third benefit
accrues when his colleagues return to a client
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file for reference in future years. If the firm
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remains committed to BAIWay ClientDocs™,
says Lowrod, a time/value benefit is sure to be
realized because, he explains, “if it’s stored
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electronically, then it is far more easily accessed
should we need it.
So I really like BAI’s method of ensuring
that this endgame - archiving your files in
a way that they can be both easily
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accessible and secure – was there to be
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realized. Otherwise, what’s the point?”
he insists. “We want to be more efficient
and cost-effective. You can’t do that if
the process doesn’t operate from the
beginning of a client file to its end. So full
steam ahead … and its working!”

For more information on any of
our products or services please
visit us on the Web at:
bragonier.com

